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THE MONAD SYSTEM OF THE FINEST

COMPATIBLE UNIFORM STRUCTURE

C. WARD HENSON

ABSTRACT.   The methods of nonstandard analysis are used to study

the finest uniform structure compatible with the topology on a given com-

pletely regular, Hausdorff space.

Let (X, r)  be a completely regular, Hausdorff space and let J   be the

finest uniform structure on  X which is compatible with  r. If    X is the set

corresponding to   X in some enlargement, then J   corresponds to a parti-

tion  \p    ip): p £   X! of    X in a familiar way [5], [6].  This partition may

be described by

q £ pÂp) <=>    dip, q)  is infinitesimal for every

continuous pseudometric  d on (X, r).

The results in this paper concern the structure of the monad system  p^,

especially as it is related to the set  C(X)  of continuous, real-valued func-

tions on  (X, r).   Also, it is proved that p_  is identical to the p-monad sys-

tem constructed in a quite different way by Wattenberg [8] and some conse-

quences of this fact are discussed.

In general we adopt in this paper the framework for nonstandard analy-

sis which is described in Luxemburg's important paper [5].   Throughout

this paper M  will denote a higher order set-theoretical structure and    JTÍ

will denote an enlargement of J1Î  which is  N  -enlarging in the sense of [4].

Given a uniform space (X, TJ) in m, we let M be the equivalence relation on

X which corresponds to   U; that is

p ! q «=» ip,  q) e   *V  tot all   V £ U

For each p £    X the  li-monad of p, which is denoted by p   (p), is the

equivalence class of p under =.   A discussion of how the monads p   ip)

form a basis for the nonstandard theory of uniform spaces may be found in

[5] or [6].
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»Xi

A uniform structure   ll  is generated on     X by the collection  {   V: V £

Uj of subsets of    X x    X, as described in [3].   For each  p £    X, the monad
oV

p   ip) is then equal to the intersection of all   U-neighborhoods of p.   There-

fore, p = q if and only if p  and  q have exactly the same filter of   u-neigh-

borhoods.  Let  X    = ¡p   ip): p £    X\ and let   ll    be the quotient uniformity

induced on   X.   by   U.  Denote the quotient map from  (  X, TJ) onto  (X , ll  )

by 77   .
11
An element p of    X is called  U-prenearstandard [5] if for each  V £

U there exists  x £ X with (p,    x) £    V.   The set of  U-prenearstandard

points is denoted by pns   .  Note that pns,.    is just the   U-closure in     X

of the set  j   x: x £ X\ of standard points in    X.   It can be shown that

77  (pns   ) is   U.-complete so that if (X, 11) is Hausdorff, then the subspace

77  (pns   ) of (X., ll.) is the completion of (X, ll).

Our purpose in assuming that    M is   K .-enlarging is to obtain a local

description of the   U-topology on     X in terms of the   U-monads, as given

in Theorem 1.   Recall that    Til is   H   -enlarging if and only if it has the fol-

lowing property described in [5]: if  y is a set in 311, § is a filter on  Y and

A is an internal subset of     Y, then  Arip(^)) 4 0   if and only if  An  W 40

fot every  W e Lj. (Here p(^) is the filter monad of y defined by p(y) =

fil   W: W £ y\.)  Recall also that for each set  X there exists    HI  which is

an   N .-enlarging extension of some M containing  X.  (For example, the

limit of a sequence of successive enlargements, the first of which has  X

as an element.)

Theorem 1.  Let (X,  ll)  be a uniform space in M.

(i) If A C    X is internal, then the interior of A  in the   U-topology is

\p:p^ip)ÇA\.
(ii)   For p £    X, a basis for the   u-neighborhood filter at p  consists of

those internal subsets of    X which contain p   (p).

^\>
Proof, (i) If p is in the li-interior of A, then     V(p) C A for some

V e ll  and therefore p   (p) C A.  If p is not in the interior of   A, then     V(p)

intersects     X~ A fot every  V £ ll.  Since    M is   K.-enlarging it follows

that the filter monad of ll, which is equal to the equivalence relation = ,

inl

A.

intersects (   X ~ A) x ip!.   Therefore p   (p) </ A if p is not in the interior of

(ii)  This is an immediate consequence of (i) and the fact that the

ll-neighborhood filter at p  has a basis  {   V(p): V £ Uj of internal sets.
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The observations in Theorem 1 are useful in the following type of

setting:  U  and C  be two uniform structures on   X and suppose that S is

a subset of     X  such that p   ip) C p   ip)  fot every p £ S.   Then there is a

natural function  <p  from  77. iS) onto  77,(5)  which takes  77   ip) to  77   ip)
.       . if ll 0

for each p £ S.   Theorem 1 implies that the   U-topology is finer than the

C-topology when restricted to S. It follows that tp is continuous (relative

to the U-topology on 77 (S) and the L -topology on tt (S)). In particular,

if p   ip) = pnip) fot every p £ S, then  (p is a homeomorphism.

Now let  (X, r) be a completely regular, Hausdorff space in    JH  and let

J   be the finest compatible uniform structure on  (X, r).   In the next result,

the difficult part of which is a consequence of Shirota's theorem [2, Theo-

rem 15.21] , the relation between  J   and  C(X)  is explored in terms of non-

standard analysis.

Theorem 2.  For each p £ X

(1) Pjip) Ç \q:   *f{p)=x   *fiq)   for all  f £  CÍX)\.

If p  is J-prenearstandard, then equality holds in (1).  Moreover, if (X, r)

has no closed, discrete subspace of measurable cardinality, then

(2) pnsy = \p: *fip)  is finite for all f £ CiX)\.

Proof.   For each / £ C(X) the function   |/(x) - f(y)\   is a continuous

pseudometric on (X, r).   Therefore p = q implies    j(p) =,    f(q)' tot any

p, q £ X and  / £ C(X).  This shows that (1) holds in general.

To prove that equality holds in (1) for prenearstandard points, let

p £ pns   .  If  q 4 p   ip)t then for some standard  8 > 0   and some continuous

pseudometric  d on  (X, r),    dip, q) > 8.   Since p €pnslf   there exists  x £ X

which satisfies    dip,    x) <8/3.   The function fiy) = diy, x) is in  C(X),

but    f(p)   cannot be infinitely close to    f(q) (since otherwise    d(q,    x) <

8/2 and hence     dip, q) < 8).   Thus  q is also not in the set on the right

side of ( 1).

Now let   U be the uniform structure on  X generated by the pseudomet-

rics   |/(x) - fiy)\   foi f £ C(X).   Evidently  11 C J  and therefore pns     C pns   .

Moreover, pns     is equal to the right side of (2) by [5, Theorem 3.15.5].

By the remarks above, a homeomorphism  (p of 77   (pns   ) into  77   (pns   )

may be defined by setting (pin   ip))  equal to  77   ip)  for p epns,..  Now

7Tt.(pnstf) is the completion of (X, j)  and  77   (pns   )  is the completion of

(X, ll).  In case the stated assumption holds, then Shirota's theorem [2,
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Theorem 15.21] implies that both of these completions are real compact.

Also they both contain  X densely and  <p is the identity map on  X.   Since

every function in   C(X)  extends to a continuous function on  77   (pns   ) it

follows that  <p maps  77   (pns   ) onto  77   (pns   ).   The first part of the

theorem then implies (2).

Next we show that the uniform structure J   is closely related to the

monad systems   introduced by Wattenberg in [7] and [8j.   The most interest-

ing of these systems, which we will call the p-monad system, is construc-

ted as follows [8, Definition 2.9]: given a completely regular, Hausdorff

space  (X, r)  in M, let A be a cardinal number which is greater than  2   °

and greater than the cardinality of  X.  Let  S be a set of cardinality  À and

let R    be the set of real-valued functions a  on  S whose support \s: a(s)

4 0\ is finite.   Equip R    with the metric d    defined by

dxia, ß) = supl|a(s) - ßis)\: s e S\.

The p-monad for (X, r)  consists of the family  {flip): p £    X\ of subsets of

X defined by

pip) = \q: for each continuous function

/: (X, t) - (R\ dx),  *dxi*fp,  *fq) =1 Oi.

The significance of the p-monad system lies in these facts, proved in [8]:

(i)  \pip)'- P e    XS is a partition of    X  which agrees with the  r-monad

partition on   r-nearstandard points;

(ii)  if /: (X., r.)—>(X., r.) is a continuous function between complete-

ly regular,. Hausdorff spaces in 3ÏÏ, then for each p £   X 1?    fipip)) Ç p(  fip)).

Moreover, the p-monad system is the same as the metric monad system on

metric spaces and is the same as the covering monad system on normal

spaces [8, Theorem 2.10], both of which have topologically natural defini-

tions.

Our next result is that the  p-monad on     X is identical to the monad

p     given by the finest compatible uniform structure J  on (X, r).   This

theorem not only makes a connection between Wattenberg's work and the

theory of uniform spaces, but is also leads (via his work) to useful de-

scriptions  of the p   -monads in certain special situations.

Theorem 3.  // (X, r)  is a completely regular, Hausdorff space in JIl

and A  is the finest compatible uniform structure on (X, 7), then flip) =

pt ip) for all p £*X.
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Proof.  Let the p-monad for (X, r) be constructed as described above.

The definition of p(p)  for p £*X makes it evident that there is a filter   U

on  X x X  such that the filter monad of ll  equals  {ip,  q): q £ pip)\.   Since

this set is an equivalence relation on     X, it follows that   U is a uniform

structure on  X [5, Theorem 3-9-1].  In addition, pip) = p   ip)  tot all p £    X.

By (i) above, for each x £ X

pSx) = {p: p is   r-nearstandard to  x\ = p}\x).

This implies that the uniform structure ll is compatible with  r and hence

UçJ.
Now J  may be described as the coarsest uniform structure on  X  for

which every continuous function from (X, r) into a metric space is actually

uniformly continuous.   Let (Y, d) be a metric space and  /: (X, r)—>(Y, d)

a continuous function.   To prove that / is uniformly continuous relative to

U it suffices to show

(3) *f(p(p))C{q:  *d(q,   *fp)=x 0\

for each p £ X. Property (ii) of the p-monad system implies that fipip))

C p( ¡ip)). But the p-monad for (Y, d) is the same as the metric monad [8,

Theorem 2.10] which is finer than the ¿-monad.  That is

pi*fip))C{q:   *diq,   */?)=! 0}

which yields (3). That is, each continuous function from (X, r) into a met-

ric space is uniformly continuous relative to U, and therefore S C U. This

proves 1J = ?  so that flip) = p   ip) = p   ip)  for every p £    X.

Corollary 1.  If (X, d)  is a metric space in M  and J  is the finest uni-

form structure compatible with the d-topology on  X, then for p £    X

p~ip) = {q:     d(p, q) <    f(p) for every positive function f in  C(X)}.

Proof.  Theorem 3 and [8, Theorem 2.10].

The description of the J-monads given in Corollary 1 enables us to

give a simple proof of a result for subspaces of the Euclidean spaces which

is contained in the paper [ l] of Corson and Isbell.

Corollary 2.  // (X, r)  is homeomorphic to a subspace of R"  for some

n > 1  and J   is the finest compatible uniform structure on (X, r), then J

is the uniform structure on  X generated by the pseudometrics  \f(x) - f(y)\

for f £ C(X).   That is, J  is the unique compatible uniform structure on
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(X, 7)  which makes every junction in  C(X)  uniformly continuous.

Proof.  We assume  X C R" and let r be the subspace topology so 7 is

defined by the metric

dix, y) = max Í |x. - y .| : 1 < 1 < n\

where  x = (x.,..., x )  and y = (y.,..., y ).  By Corollary 1 it suffices

to show that if    jip) = j    fiq)  for every f£ C(X), then    dip, q) <   gip) tot

every positive g £ C(X).  To prove this, let p, q satisfy the first condition

and let g £ C(X) be positive.   We will show    d(p, q) <   g(p), and it may be

assumed that g is bounded on  X.  Then

(4) 1 =,*§(<?)/ *gip)

since  l/g(x) is in  C(X)  and    g(q) is finite. Let p = ip v ..., pn) and

q = iq    . . . , q ).  Since  xj'g(x) is in  C(X), it follows from (4) that

P/*gip)=ll/*ëip)-

This shows that  \p ■ - q ] <   gip) tot   1 <   i < n and therefore    d(p, q) <

gip), completing the proof.

Now let (X, 7) be an arbitrary completely regular, Hausdorff space in

Uli  and let 3"  be the finest compatible uniform structure on (X, r).   Two

elements p, q of *X are in the same J-galaxy [3] if for each  V £ J there

is a finite sequence pQ, . . . , p.   in     X such that pQ = p, pk = q and

(p -, p ■+ ,) £    V tot each i = 0,..., k - 1. In particular this implies that

d(p, q) is finite for every continuous pseudometric d on (X, 7). Therefore,

the set A = {p: *fip) is finite for all / £ C(X)\ is a union of J-galaxies, as

is *X^ A.

If there are no measurable cardinals, then Theorem 2 shows that 77   (A)

is the completion of (X, j).   Therefore the galaxy structure for points in   A

reflects in an immediate way the structure of (X, r).   The next result shows

that the galaxy structure for points outside  A is trivial.  This has the imme-

diate consequence that any connected subset of X. = 77  ( X) with at least

two elements must be contained in  77   (A).   That is, 77   (A) is open and

closed in XQ  and XQ ~ 77  (A) is totally disconnected (in the J .-topology

on XQ).

Theorem 4.  Let (X, 7)  be a completely regular, Hausdorff space in M

and let J   be the finest compatible uniform structure on (X, 7).   If p £ *X

and there exists f £ C(X) such that    f(p) is infinite, then the J-galaxy con-

taining p  is equal to the monad pc (p).
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Proof.   Suppose p £    X and / £ C(X) and assume that    j(p) is infinite.

Let  q be an element of the same J-galaxy as p, so that    d(p, q) is finite

for every continuous pseudometric d on (X, r) [3, Theorem 4.2].

We may assume / > 1; let g = 1/f £ C(X) so 0 < g < 1  and *g(p) =1 0.

Given a continuous pseudometric d, define

d'(x, y) = d(x, y)+ |g(x)-g(y)|

and

vn =((*. y): d'ix. y) <n~l ■ gix)\

tot n > 1.  Since ¿isa continuous pseudometric on (X, 7), the sets  V

ate open neighborhoods of the diagonal in  X x X.   We will show that   V  + j

C iVj-1  and (V4n + 1)2 Ç V n  for each n > 1.  Suppose </(x, y) < (n + l)_1 ■

g(x).  Then  |g(x) - giy)\ < in + l)~ 1 ■ g(x) so that (72 + l)~ 1 ' g(x) < »" lg(y)

and g(y) < (72 + 2) (n + l)~ 1 ' g(x).  It follows that  d'(x, y) < n~  g(y),

which proves   V   ., C(V )~ l.  If also  d'iy, z) < in + l)~ ' ■ g(y), then

¿ '(x, z) < ((« + I)"J + n" !)g(y) < 4«- ^(x).

This proves  (V.   .,)    C V .   It follows from these facts that  ¡V  : n > l\
r 477+ V    —     n 77       —

generates a uniform structure on  X  which defines a topology coarser than

T, Therefore {V : n > ll is contained in J.
77      —

Now since V, is in J and since p and q ate in the same J-galaxy,

there is a finite sequence p., . . . , p. in X such that p=p, p,=q and

for each 7=0,..., k — 1

*d(p..pi+1)+\*gipi)-%ipi+1)\<*gipt).

An inductive argument shows that    gip .) =, 0  for each  7=0,..., k — 1.

Using the triangle inequality for    d yields

k-l

*dip,  q)<Z   *g(p2)=1   0.
7=0

That is,    dip, q) =, 0 for every continuous pseudometric d on (X, 7).   There-

fore  q £ p   ip) and the proof is complete.
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